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We prove the recent irrationality theorem of Mahler and Bundschuh by a simpler 
method that also yields more general results. c’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let h 3 2 be a fixed integer and let D(h) denote the digit expansion of the 
positive integer b in the base h. For an integer g > 2 consider the real num- 
ber x given by the digit expansion 
in the base h; that is, the digit expansion of x is obtained by concatenation 
of the digit expansions D(g’), D(g’),.... Bundschuh [l] proved that x is 
irrational for any g, h 3 2. The special case Ir = 10 was shown earlier by 
Mahler [Z]. The proof of Bundschuh is rather involved. We will show that 
a much simpler method yields more general results of this type. 
As in [ 11 it is natural to distinguish the cases log,,g rational or 
irrational, where log, denotes the logarithm to the base h. In the first case 
we have the following generalization of Bundschuh’s result. 
THEOREM 1. rf Iog,g is rational and a(O), a( 1 ),... is an ~~~o~nded 
sequence of‘ nonnegative integers, then 
,y=oJJ(g”lo’) D(g”‘l’). . . .(,a’“‘). . 
is irru tional. 
For real t let L tj denote the greatest integer < t and let ( rf = t - L t]. be 
the fractional part of t. With this notation we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. Let f (0), f ( 1 ),... he u sequence ofpositizle integers such that 
0 is an accumulation point qf the set of fractional parts {log, f (n)). 
n = 0, l,.... Then 
is irrational. 
Theorem 2 contains Bundschuh’s result for the case where log, g is 
irrational, for if we set f(n) =g”, then the set of fractional parts 
(log, f (n)} = {n log, g}, n = 0, L..., is dense in [0, l] and thus has 0 as an 
accumulation point. The point 0 plays a special role in this context. For 
instance, let h = 2 and 
f(n)= i 22i+IE$(4n+l _ 1) for n = 0, l,.... 
J=o 
Then 
log, f(n)=2n+ 1 +log,((4-4-“)/3), 
hence 
@g2f(n)} =log2((4-4p”Y3). 
Thus the set of fractional parts {log, f(n)}, n =O, l,..., has log,(4/3) as an 
accumulation point, but 
x=o.D(f(o))D(f(l))~~~D(f(n))~~~ =o.G 
is rational. Many other examples of this type can be constructed. 
2. PROOFS 
Since a number is rational if and only if the sequence of digits in its digit 
expansion is ultimately periodic, it suffices to show that the digit expansion 
of x in Theorem 1 or 2 contains arbitrarily long strings of 0’s. 
In Theorem 1 we have log, g rational, hence g’= h” for some integers 
r,s>l. Write a(n)=rLa(n)/rJ+o(n) with O<u(n)<r, then 
g 
a(n) = h”L”‘“‘/‘j l)(n) 
g ’ 
Thus D(g”‘“‘) ends in a string of O’s of length >sLa(n)/rJ Since a(O), 
a( 1 ),... is unbounded, the digit expansion of I contains arbitrarily long 
strings of 0’s. 
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To prove Theorem 2, let m 3 1 be a given integer and note that by 
hypothesis there are infinitely many distinct numbers {log, f(n) > that are 
<log,(l + II-“). The values f(n) for which this holds must be unbounded, 
hence there existsf(n) such that 
floghf(n)) <log,(l +h-“) and f(n)>k’? 
It follows that for some integer k 2 0 we have 
hence 
OGlog,f(n)-k-m<log,(l +A-“‘), 
h k+‘N,<f(n)<hk+m(l +h-~)=hk+“+hk. 
This implies that D(f( )) n contains a string of O’s of length 2 m, and since m 
can be arbitrarily large, the proof is complete. 
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